Connect with us on Facebook to stay up to date on upcoming performance and streaming opportunities.

We will not have public audiences for any indoor concerts, except for supervising faculty members and technical staff.

All performances in Beckwith Recital Hall and Festival Concert Hall will be recorded and livestreamed to the general public.

Events are subject to change.

PERCUSSION ENSEMBLE
Sigurd Johnson, conductor
Jacob Henneford, graduate student conductor
Daniel Kocher, graduate student conductor
Guest Performer: Dr. Laura Kellogg, flute

TUESDAY, MARCH 2, 2021
FESTIVAL CONCERT HALL
7:30 P.M.
Percussion Ensemble
Sigurd Johnson, conductor
Jacob Henneford, graduate student conductor
Daniel Kocher, graduate student conductor

PERCUSSION ENSEMBLE PERSONNEL

UNDERGRADUATE STUDENTS
Anna Mahoney
Kate Marshall
Sam Sharpe
Sophia Strand

GRADUATE STUDENTS
Jacob Henneford
Daniel Kocher
Ryan Loken

Winter Nocturnes.................................Patrick Long
I) Dream Clocks

Hammers..................................................Allison Loggins-Hull
Dr. Laura Kellogg, flute

Song of the Mountain Stream.................Chien-hui Hung
Jacob Henneford, conductor

Rudra......................................................Payton McDonald

CC’d......................................................Josh Gottry (b. 1974)
Daniel Kocher, conductor

Relative Riffs for percussion trio.............Alejandro Viña
I The Riff Within

For Four Percussionists.........................Ronald Keezer
I Fours
II Ballad for Mary
III Less-Than-A-Minute Waltz
IV Rondo Samba